
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a stockroom manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for stockroom manager

Coaches, leads and trains employees to achieve higher productivity levels
Provides regular and frequent communicates with employees at all levels
through department, small group and one-on-one meetings
Creates, and teaches managers to create, a workplace that is respectful of
the individual and builds teamwork to provide an excellent customer
experience
Partners with HR in the areas of hiring, development, coaching and
promotional opportunities
Ensures appropriate standards are met as relates to employee coaching,
discipline documentation, and terminations
Creates a culture of safety by ensuring required training is complete,
educating employees and enforcing safety rules and investigating all
accidents and providing coaching and correction
Keep equipment operating by enforcing operating instructions,
troubleshooting breakdowns, requiring preventive maintenance, and calling
for repairs
Maintains facility maintenance and upkeep along with cleanliness and
organization of the stockroom
Administers company policies and procedures regarding employee
performance, attendance, safety, training and other matters consistently and
fairly
Maintains solid relationships with Store Owners and Store Managers
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Availability to work a minimum of three shifts per week, minimum of three
Saturdays per month and two Sundays per month, annual inventory and
entire holiday season (November & December)
Available for overnight shifts 2x a week
Flexible schedule available for processing /managing the shipment 2x a week
Must be computer literate, knowing the
Must be computer literate, knowing the AS 400 and some PC experience
Must be dependable and trustworthy as position may require you to open up
and lock up for shift


